
Dear Dick, 	 1/16/77  

I an disappointed not to have heard from you about The King Conaniracies. 
Unlike most authors I have some publishing and nnrketing experience and I knew 

the commercial potential is very real - and that it is sew. That Zebra does not knew 
this I cannot believe. I de understand their interest in a bullshit book they can sell 
as they did MaBenalde d fabrication. Meet publisher prefer crap on the political assassins.- 
tie's. Meet avoid maid works that are critical of goverament. As ens example there has 
boon as single real Wateegate expose. I have offered to let them know what the rest of 
the beak will say without response. It deep not seem necessary for decision to require 
all this time. I'd appreciate it if you'd force and answer, yes of no, new. If they say 
no there should be other renal pessibilitioa en this subject. 

Separate from the subject is what is uniquely mine is this work, what the crooks 
who infest the field cannot steal. It is all quite merchantable. More with what I  have 
dome in court en this. Not oven in my own prior work is there the amount of once-secret 
evideeme. Of this much more than can be used is suitable free dramatic facsiwile reproduction 
in the texts as a substitute for quotation. I's talking about the kind of stall that 
people never see and few knew exists. Believe no I am talking about the book that oan 
crack one of the major crimes in our history and with it be the most definitive expose 
yet of the FBI. It, today, is a separate hot topic. 

The House committee has already taken gumption' tack, cake not easily turned from if 
they ever fool the direction of the wind. They have assumed Ray is the assassin is a 
conspiracy. Looking at it this way we are talkie,: about a book that will wreck a Congres-
sional investigation and make it turn around. 

Hers I digress for something you should know about then. I broke off with them and 
told Sprague, chief counsel and staff director, that I would have nothing to do with them 
as long as he remained with the coheittee and one Robert 0:iir remained on its staff. I 
made out a caps against Ozer, whose conduct was very bad in the worst prosecutorial way 
and who was authoritarian. fle had been the top wan en the ang case. LiniatlY  he  has departed. Sprague's own position is net good now. His departure will not surprise me. 
His problems stem from three things two of which begin with eo. The ether is something 
I warned his against last October. 

To a deepen they have begun to turn on the lowest level. They are using Frame-Up as 
their text. Their cope are reading the book. They have bought every copy in Washington. 
They would have cone here for them had it net been for the storm. (We are snowed in 
except by foot.) This is the other site - that their work comes from my work, which will 
sell a book. Unless they cep out entirely their investigative .mill be based en the third 
part of The fin= 4haniracieg. So on this aspect, before there can be any investigation, 
leave alone an official report, there is a beak that tees it all. That certainly can be sold. 

I have just finished going through ablaut 5,000 individual items of sensationally 
unprecedented character. Ay note aloe. are about 7.500 words on this staff alone. By 
the time you have this I'll Wm another thousandff pages. They sweet me, already copied 
for as. The stern alms accounts for my net workihg is this at this minute. They will be 
put en a new-atop Greyhound bus tomorrow and if I cannot get out to meet it I will idae 
have a friend awaiting it for me. I mean these are from Ularince l'elley's hot little hands 
to me, covered by about a (lessen letters the last of which came only yesterday. 

I was right not to put this third part on paper without a contract. I would have' had 
too much to rewrite. At the sane time I think I an net at the point of diminishing returns 
on this stuff. I say this from what 1  know of tilts FBI's AO in political ca. OGe There will 
be more ofs significance but later. I'd rather not discuss this by phone. I to wish it 
wore possible far us to spohd WPM 'awe talking about it. 
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If I had my druthers I would opt for a hardback and what nest publishers n
ever 

consider, an instant hardback, promoted with all the het-breath excitement of a news 

story, ilia like the Extra editions of pre-elactrenic reporting. With aeole
elee ti the 

reviewers but we just can8t held this e the 'engross has to have it. There
 is no exaggerse 

tion is this. A hardback would have a lone life even t-ith reprint. I an
 confide/it of 

use as cellos, texts despite the popular approach. 

This gets to one of my real disappeietsents in all this work, that no oommercial 

publisher could see the commercial possibilities in a subject that would n
ot die in his 

lifetime. The alternative is that nip publisher had the courage. Prom this 
and your 

current experience I hope you can se. 4hat *beet 1967 or 1968 I had to recast my role 

and consider that my major responsibility ie to get the work dome and than on paper, 

regardless of hew it came out, and than ge an to ether work and get it an paper, tee. 

In most cases fear is the reality. 7a some it is accompanied by shame. 

The residual interest is there and will be there. Just yesterday the University 

of Oregon asked for all my papers. Rather I received the l-tter yesterday, free the 

librarian in Marge of their aceuioitioas and archives. (Berg I am, withou
t a degree, 

and they want it for advanced sohelarship, restricted to graduate use. I had to toll 

them I've premised it to Wisconsin unless there is an offer than includ
es helping me 

new. But I have a doctoral thesis going based en sae little part of my work that I think 

will make a geed beak.) After the normal comncecial life this beck will be
 used in 

black studios progress is many schools. hat 

The situation is forcing me trigag 4  hate to have to think about, what I can 

do with all this work if I hive no publisher, as meaningful contract. I 
hate to take 

time free the work but I can't waste the work, either. 

Can y eu imagine at work when i have more than two file cabinets of once-secret 

official records I've not had time to read? They are caning in at a rate of
 more than 

500 pages a week free one egeecy oily ene another has begun to process what
 has to be 

as enormity for se free the estimated search foe of 11,000 of which
 I've had to pay half. 

I've had an approach from Acv Times. They want to do a piece a week. AM= phoned 

me. Be has to be hard up for this. Be should be back teme.bcfere toe leag. by proposal 

was that they take what they want fro& my work and write it themselves, that we take it
 

an an item-by-item bi-cis, seine at their rekular rite sone to be megotiated because I 

believe they are worth mere. This related to JFK. I'll have to see hew it goes but I 

any have to wind up offering a package. The initial offer can slave my regular financial 

problem, how to pay the costs of theca acquisitiens. Last year it came to a
bout :100 a 

week and I heti no regular iacene. I wee lickrte receive u few gifts and sp
eaking oneagements. 

This is what paid the costs. That account now is about empty. ByA the time 
it is I'll 

have to be in a position to cantinas paying. 

As long as we have this kind of weather I'll net be leaving home !?.xcept fo
r short 

errands. I may be able to get the lane cleail of snow. If I do not I will 
be hone. How-

ever, when I leave, an I should get to Washington thin week, I an generally
 home for 

supper. It is safe to call about 8 p.m. I will net go into all the opecifi
os I'd like to 

by phone. "his is not paranoia. kilt Lithle by little I'm getting the stuff
 on no from the 

speekeries. They were going through my garbage as early as 1940. They've had two kinds of 

sail cover of which I have their proof. I have had accounts of the transcr
ipts of my 

convereatione free those who hey, seen them and obvieuely have to be prote
cted. 
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Dear Howard, 

I'm glad I forget to mail the ihsrt note because the weather persuaded he not to 

CO to Washington day before yesterday. Once I can got in and out of sly driveway with 
my ear I'll take the bus to Washington for these teats and conferring with Lamar. MX 

ride is away for a week. If it is this owing week the chancels arm I'll return en the 

2 p.m. bus because the mountain roads develop ice spots I'd like to see. I's supposed to 

avoid ever►  jarring. 

I would like very such to be able to talk to you, to give you an idea of what this 

sew material is and means and to see if it suggests Amy means to you, for we. 

With all I've obtained over so nasty years this is without preoodent. 

Whether or net it will be used in journalism schools it should be in criminal law, 

police soienospa/ and political science. 

I as troubled that I hear nothing fres Curtis. I turned the Zebra lead ever to his. 

They want a book. The problem lea is net as great as it seems. They want smother fake 
they an palm off as actuality. This time they'll be olobborei if they pull it — if I 
have to de it myself, which is not probable. The truth is close enough to their formula 

and is the lent run has such greater cocmercial potential. 

I've been gentle in suggesting the trouble that can still await Zebra over the 

Maemald fake. Because it served official purposes, whether or net with official 

connection, there was se prosecution. However, stupid people do stupid things and there 
new is an opportunity that does not require official support. 

Of course I's inpatient. My seed is day to day. Dnisien on the subject in net a big 
deal. There should have boos a yes or no by new. I offered to go there to be helpful or 

make explanatisma or show materials and there has/ been no response. 

Next to the last thing I want to do is go off en my own. The last thing is to do 
nothing at all. 

My cheiods are that limited. 

Nanwhile, when this is work that universities want for permanent archives and fir 
graduate use I really do think NOW fousdation could get interested if I could find some-

one who could speak to the right people. 

I have a hunch that if the Sorensen nomination is turned down he might be such 

a person. His crime is that he is a JFK liberal. 

Los t, 


